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CASSIO
The modular hybrid-electric 

general aviation aircraft



COMPANY PURPOSE

Benefitting from 80-plus
years of combined pioneering
expertise, VoltAero is
developing a truly unique
general aviation airplane with
hybrid-electric propulsion for
safe, quiet, efficient and eco-
friendly flight.

With seating capacities from
four to 10 passengers, Cassio
aircraft will offer 3.5 hours of
flight autonomy – enabling
flight distances of up to 1,200
km.

VoltAero is taking electric aircraft to an entirely new level, paving
the way for a new era of regional air transportation.



Regional travel route links are not optimally covered by existing
transportation means.

Problem and solution

85% of air traffic in the EU is concentrated in 43 of 2,570 airports,
leaving 90% of the population without a hub within 120 km., and over
2,500 community airports underutilized

Environmental concerns are growing. Countries are increasingly
demanding air transportation solutions that generate less emissions
and operate with lower noise, particularly in Europe

Increasingly, airlines are abandoning service to regional destinations

Electric and hybrid-electric aircraft offer a new mode of regional
transportation that accesses more communities in less time,
enhances mobility and alleviates road congestion problems – all in a
safe and environmentally friendly way, at lower cost, without need for
the massive, inflexible infrastructure of ground transportation modes



Value proposition

Using VoltAero’s Cassio hybrid-electric aircraft as an
example, benefits include:

Lower-cost operations
Higher level of safety (hybrid-electric dual
redundancy )
Lower noise eco-friendly transportation
(over 160 kg. reduction of emissions of CO2
per flight hour in pure-electric mode)

By using the infrastructure of smaller regional airports, flexible
point-to-point regional operations with electric/hybrid-electric
aircraft for passengers and cargo can reduce road congestion and
emissions, with lower noise level allowing 24/7 operations.



TOUR DE FRANCE – JULY 5-11, 2021
• A history-making demonstration with a flawless performance the
propulsion module

• 11 cities visited, 3,000-kms. flown; more than 500 total attendees at the
stopovers

• Excellent opportunity to bring the Cassio message to local, regional and
national elected officials, decision-makers regional organizations and
entities, as well as airport operators and pilot training schools



A complete integrated Hybrid power module



A complete integrated power module



EXPERIENCE
When it comes to defining and developing electric aircraft, 
VoltAero’s founders have one statement: 

“Been there, done that!”

The equivalent of nearly 80 years of combined experience developing electric aircraft

We have experienced thousands of battery charging cycles

We’ve built and flown two electric aircraft, with one more in flight development today



The four-seat Cassio 330 will be the first in VoltAero’s hybrid-
electric aircraft family, with its versions accommodating up to 10 
seats.

A look at the future: VoltAero’s Cassio 330



A FAMILY OF CASSIO PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT

Cassio is a modular concept that offers multiple configurations for
customers, based on varying mission profiles:

= 4 seats

= 6 seats

= 10 seats



The tri-surface configuration is a
major advantage. Enhanced
aerodynamics, easier access to
the cabin for passengers
(including handicapped persons),
as well as cargo and freight.

Fixed landing gear for the Cassio
330 (4-seat version); retractable
landing gear on the Cassio 480 (6-
seats) and Cassio 600 (10-seats).
Taxi, takeoff, and landing are
performed in the all-electric mode.

Solutions for fast charging on the
ground are under discussion with
suppliers. Power requirement for
ground charging is 380 volts, which
is available at most airports.

Single-pilot operation, with
a connected cockpit. The
Cassio family will be
certified as single-engine
aircraft.

The aluminum airframe reduces
potential electromagnetic interference
and improves lightning strike
resistance. Composites are under
consideration for the wings, boom,
vertical tailplane and canards.

Wings will optimize the
use of laminar flow.

Adaptive, multi-blade propeller
is optimized for performance
and noise reduction.

600-kW parallel electric-hybrid
powertrain. Flown and proven
as a world’s first on VoltAero’s
Cassio 1 demonstrator aircraft.

CASSIO WALKAROUND



CASSIO: KEY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

MTOW of less than 2.5 

tons (CS-23 certification) 

3.5 hours of autonomy

Range up to 800 miles 

for heavy hybrid

Take-off/landing distance 

less than 1,800 feet

Three power levels 

– 330 kilowatts of power (450 hp.) 

for the 4-seat version

– 480 kilowatts of power (650 hp.) 

for the 6-seat version

– 600 kilowatts of power (815 hp.) 

for the 10-seat version

Keywords for Cassio: Safe, affordable, quiet, low emissions

200-knot cruise speed (360 km./hr.)

20% lower emissions than competitors in full hybrid mode



AN AIRPLANE “A LA CARTE!”
Each Cassio aircraft can be operated in the following modes:

RANGE:
200 – 600 km.

PROPULSION:
Mild hybrid / 

Range-extender 

RANGE:
600 – 1,200 km.

PROPULSION:
Heavy hybrid 

Regional 
short-haul

Regional 
medium-haul

RANGE:
0 – 200 km.

PROPULSION:
Pure electric / 

Safe range extender

STOL and 
flight schools



CASSIO CONFIGURATIONS (Cassio 330 example)

Flexibility defined: several missions and configurations, one plane



THE CASSIO PRODUCT LINE : Cassio 330

4-seat configuration:

3x 60 kW barrel-mounted electric motors

1x 150 kW safe range extender

Total shaft power delivered: 330 kW / 440 hp.

330kW of available 
power with safe 
range extender



THE CASSIO FINAL ASSEMBLY LINE

VoltAero will continue its presence in Nouvelle-Aquitaine 
with our   choice of Rochefort Airport for the Cassio final 
assembly line (FAL)

Located on a 6,770-square-meter site

Incorporates the FAL, logistics areas &

offices

Construction to begin later this year

Sized to produce 150 aircraft annually



MARKET OPPORTUNITIES 



COMPETITION: CONVENTIONAL GENERAL AVIATION



THE EU “SEAL OF EXCELLENCE”
Funding by Europe’s Green Deal strategy and recovery plan: to
support our development of the Cassio aircraft family, VoltAero was
chosen for an initial €2.1 million grant, and also is designated for
“blended financing” at a higher value that includes an equity
portion of up to €11 million.

What the jury said:
• VoltAero was among the very top-rated companies in a 

jury’s assessment of 2,077 candidates for this European 
Union project’s funding

• “At this stage it is a real innovation due to the cycle of 
the sector and it has the potential to impact the market.”

• “The team is extremely knowledgeable and experienced 
in the established aviation industry”



Viable route networks and operations for electric/hybrid electric 
aircraft will require coherent ecosystems tailored to this new 
means of transportation, and which meet customers’ 
expectations for availability and mobility.

VoltAero’s solution: Integrate its Cassio aircraft into Uber-type short-haul 
infrastructures

A VoltAero partnership has been established 
with KinectAir – a software aviation company 
focused on regional air mobility – to apply 
artificial intelligence in balancing  passenger 
demand with air transport availability
KinectAir’s software platform, which includes 
a smartphone application for users, will 
interface directly  with the “intelligent 
cockpit” of Cassio aircraft for scheduling and 
flight planning

KinectAir smartphone app

Multi-function display in the Cassio aircraft’s 
“intelligent cockpit”

Creating an ecosystem for electric air 
transportation 



www.VoltAero.aero


